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CASE STUDY - CO-PROTOTYPING

Picture This - A technology
framework devised to expand
the physical arts market reach

AT A GLANCE
THE CHALLANGE
Traditionally physical artists, specifically painters and
sculptors, would take their art or create an art gallery to
showcase their work. There are two fundamental issues
here firstly, the issue of cost creating a gallery, and
secondly, the issue of location; not all artists have a
chance to showcase their work at famous art galleries
or have the financial clout to create their small
exhibitions as that also costs a considerable amount.
Galleries are bound to location and depend on footfall.
As a result, much good art is never discovered.

SOLUTIONS - THE FRAMEWORK
PictureThis App was created in collaboration with MKAI
to help the physical art market expand its market reach
by using the latest Augmented Reality technology. A
framework is a set of rules, tools and humans applied to
a certain use case which in this case is the physical art
market, the two most important users of this technology
are the artist who creates new pieces of physical art
and the buyers of such art, indirect users are ones that
might want to experience this art but not necessarily
own it.

BENEFITS
Artists scan their artwork using a dedicated scanning
app, available both on iOS and Android. The technology
guides the artist through the scanning process by using
smart augmented reality objects called scaffolds, there
are different scaffolds for different types of art, these
objects guide the artist through the scan making the
process simple and accessible.
The scanned art is converted into a digital twin by the
PictureThis framework and is available for the art
collector or enthusiast to experience without being
physically present near the original.

Challenges
physichal art
the issue of cost creating
a gallery
the issue of location

low awareness around art

Benefits
expaned outreach in
virtual space
Augmented Reality
technology brings new

experience and many
opportunities to artists,
painters and sculptors

Design in the
Present
THE ART COLLECTOR
The art collector can experience the
art in the augmented form; this is a
crucial aspect of the framework. The
collector can experience it in its final
resting place before purchase. This
also allows the collector to see if it fits
the colours, dimensions and other
parameters of choice before placing
an order. Another advantage is that
the buyer doesn't need to be close to
the physical object to experience the
art; this is important if your exploring or
buying physical art from another
country or a faraway location.

THE ART ENTHUSIAST
The augmented version can be used
to create virtual galleries in the
metaverse where one can experience
a wide variety of art from around the
globe, knowing that there is a physical
twin it can increase the popularity of a
certain artform or artist. The enthusiast
can also explore the art in their own
personal space by placing it in
augmented form.

CONCLUSION
The PictureThis framework allows for new art to
be discovered and aims to make it seamless
for the users to experience and purchase art
around the globe. By using augmented reality
and photogrammetry the artists can easily
convert their physical art into digital twins and
make it easier for collectors and enthusiasts to
experience there work even in far away places
where the art is physically not present.
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Physical art digitised! PictureThis.Scan is a
mobile application that allows the user to scan
physical art and convert them into digital assets,
AKA digital twins. Using augmented reality, the
digital twin can be shared with potential buyers.
The process improves the global reach of the
artist and the art alike and helps in discovering
new art easier for the art enthusiasts.
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